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Empirical Risk Minimization with Relative Entropy
Regularization: Optimality and Sensitivity Analysis

Samir M. Perlaza, Gaetan Bisson, Iñaki Esnaola, Alain Jean-Marie, and Stefano Rini

Abstract—The optimality and sensitivity of the empirical risk
minimization problem with relative entropy regularization
(ERM-RER) are investigated for the case in which the reference is
a σ-finite measure instead of a probability measure. This general-
ization allows for a larger degree of flexibility in the incorporation
of prior knowledge over the set of models. In this setting, the
interplay of the regularization parameter, the reference measure,
the risk function, and the empirical risk induced by the solution
of the ERM-RER problem is characterized. This characterization
yields necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
a regularization parameter that achieves an arbitrarily small
empirical risk with arbitrarily high probability. The sensitivity
of the expected empirical risk to deviations from the solution of
the ERM-RER problem is studied. The sensitivity is then used
to provide upper and lower bounds on the expected empirical
risk. Moreover, it is shown that the expectation of the sensitivity
is upper bounded, up to a constant factor, by the square root
of the lautum information between the models and the datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider three sets M, X and Y , with M⊆ Rd and d ∈ N.
Let the function f : M× X → Y be such that, for some
θ? ∈ M, there exist two random variables X and Y that
satisfy,

Y = f(θ?, X). (1)

The elements of the sets M, X and Y are often referred to
as models, patterns and labels, respectively. A pair (x, y) ∈
X × Y is referred to as a labeled pattern. The model θ?

in (1), which is not necessarily unique and often referred to
as the ground truth model, is unknown. Given a number of
labelled patterns, the objective is to obtain a model θ̂, such
that given a new pattern u ∈ X , the assigned label f(θ̂, u)
is equal, or as close as possible, to the true label f(θ?, u). A
distance between the labels f(θ̂, u) and f(θ?, u) is established
under the assumption that the set Y can be equipped with a
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metric to form a metric space. The risk of adopting a model
ν ∈ M for a particular labelled pattern (x, y) ∈ X × Y is
determined by the function ` : Y × Y → [0,+∞), which
is often referred to as the risk function. More specifically,
the model θ induces the risk ` (f(θ, x), y) with respect to
the labelled pattern (x, y). The risk function is chosen such
that ` (y, y) = 0. Note that there might exist other models
θ ∈M\{θ?} such that ` (f(θ, x′), y′) = 0 for some specific
data points (x′, y′). The empirical risk induced by the model
θ, with respect to a dataset

z =
(

(x1, y1) , (x2, y2) , . . . , (xn, yn)
)
∈ (X × Y)

n
, (2a)

with n ∈ N, is determined by the function Lz : M →
[0,+∞), which satisfies

Lz (θ),
1

n

n∑
i=1

` (f(θ, xi), yi) . (2b)

Using this notation, the empirical risk minimization (ERM)
problem, with respect to the dataset z in (2a), can be formu-
lated as an optimization problem of the form [1]:

min
θ∈M

Lz (θ) , (2c)

whose solutions form the set denoted by

T (z) , arg min
θ∈M

Lz (θ) . (2d)

The ground truth model θ? in (1) satisfies that θ? ∈ T (z)
and Lz (θ?) = 0, that is, the model θ? is one of the solutions
to the ERM problem in (2).

In this work, it is assumed that the function ¯̀ :M×X ×Y →
[0,+∞), which satisfies

¯̀(θ, x, y) = ` (f(θ, x), y) , (3)

where the functions f and ` are those in (1) and (2b),
is Borel measurable with respect to the measurable space
(M×X ×Y,F (M×X ×Y)), with F (M×X ×Y) a
given σ-algebra on M × X × Y . This assumption implies
that for all u ∈ (X × Y)

n, the empirical risk function Lu in
(2b) is Borel measurable with respect to the measurable space
(M,B (M)), where B (M) denotes the Borel σ-algebra on
M.

A. Generalized Relative Entropy Regularization

The generalized relative entropy is defined below as the
extension to σ-finite measures of the relative entropy usually
defined for probability measures.



Definition 1. Given two σ-finite measures P and Q on the
same measurable space, such that Q is absolutely continuous
with respect to P , the relative entropy of Q with respect to P
is

D(Q‖P ) =

∫
dQ

dP
(x) log

Å
dQ

dP
(x)

ã
dP (x), (4)

where the function dQ
dP is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q

with respect to P .

Let P be a σ-finite measure on (M,B (M)) and let λ > 0
be fixed. The ERM in (2) with (generalized) relative entropy
regularization (ERM-RER) is the following optimization prob-
lem:

min
Q∈4P (M,B(M))

∫
Lz (θ) dQ (θ) + λD (Q‖P ) , (5)

where the dataset z is in (2a); the function Lz is defined
in (2b); and the notation 4P (M,B (M)) represents the set
of probability measures on (M,B (M)) that are absolutely
continuous with the measure P . When P is a probability
measure, the ERM-RER problem in (5) is known to possess
a unique solution [2]–[4] described by a Gibbs probability
measure. The more general case in which P is a σ-finite
measure also has a unique solution, c.f., [5] and [6]. The
statement of this result follows.

Theorem 1 (Theorem 2.1 in [6]). Let the function Kz : R→
R ∪ {+∞}, with z the dataset in (2a), be such that for all
t ∈ R,

Kz (t)=log

Å∫
exp (t Lz (θ)) dP (θ)

ã
, (6)

where the function Lz is defined in (2b). Let also the set Kz ⊂
(0,+∞) be given by

Kz,
ß
s > 0 : Kz

Å
−1

s

ã
< +∞

™
. (7)

Then, for all λ ∈ Kz , the solution to the ERM-RER problem in
(5) is a unique measure on (M,B (M)), denoted by P (λ)

Θ|Z=z ,
whose Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to P satisfies
that for all θ ∈ suppP it holds that

dP
(λ)
Θ|Z=z

dP
(θ)=exp

Å
−Kz

Å
− 1

λ

ã
− 1

λ
Lz (θ)

ã
. (8)

In Theorem 1 when P is a probability measure, the measure
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z in (8) is a Gibbs measure with parameter λ with

respect to the function Lz in (2b) and P . Moreover, in such a
case, the function Kz in (6) is often referred to as the partition
function. See for instance, [7, Section 7.3.1]. In order not
to disrupt with the current nomenclature, in the following,
independently on whether P is a probability measure, the
function Kz is referred to as the partition function.

B. Empirical Risk and Generalization Gap

The measure Q on (M,B (M)) gives rise to an expected
empirical risk defined as follows.

Definition 2. Given a dataset u ∈ (X × Y), the expected em-
pirical risk is the function Ru : 4 (M,B (M)) → [0,+∞)
such that for all probability measures Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)) it
holds that

Ru (Q) =

∫
Lu (θ) dQ(θ), (9)

where the function Lu is in (2b).

For the solution to the ERM-RER problem to be practical, it
needs to exhibit robustness with respect to the dataset choice,
i.e. the change of Ru

(
PΘ|Z=z

)
when dataset u changes to be

small. This change can be quantified by comparing it to the
risk induced by a probability measure over the datasets. The
following definition captures this notion.

Definition 3. The expected risk induced by the measure Q is
the function R : 4 (M,B (M))→ [0,+∞) such that for all
probability measures Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)),

R (Q) ,
∫ Å∫

¯̀(θ, u, v) dPXY (u, v)

ã
dQ(θ), (10)

where the function ¯̀ is in (3) and the measure PXY is the
probability measure jointly induced by the random variables
X and Y in (1).

Despite the fact that the function R in (10) cannot be calculated
without knowledge of the measure PXY , it draws particular
interest due to the following equality

R (Q) =

∫
Ru (Q) dPZ (u) , (11)

where the probability measure PZ is a product measure in the
product measurable space

(
(X × Y)

n, F ((X × Y)
n
)
)
. That

is, for all A ∈ F ((X × Y)
n
) of the form A = A1 × A2 ×

. . .×An, such that for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, Ai ∈ F (X × Y),
it holds that

PZ (A) =

n∏
t=1

PXY (At) . (12)

More specifically, under the assumption that data points are
independent and identically distributed according to PXY , the
expected value with respect to PZ of the expected empirical
risk in (11) coincides with the expected risk in (10). The
robustness of the solution to the ERM-RER problem can
now be characterized in the following by comparing it to
the expected risk induced by a measure over the space of
datasets.

Definition 4. The generalization gap induced by the solution
of the ERM-RER problem in (5), i.e., the measure P (λ)

Θ|Z=z in
(8), is determined by the function Gλ : (X × Y)

n → R such
that

Gλ (z) = Rz
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
− R
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
, (13)



where z is the dataset in (2a); and the functions Rz and R
are in (9) and (10), respectively.

The analysis of the generalization gap relies on the fact that
the function Gλ in (13) is Borel measurable with respect to
the measurable spaces ((X × Y)

n
,F ((X × Y)

n
)). This is a

consequence of the fact that the function ¯̀ in (3) is assumed
to be Borel measurable with respect to the measurable space
(M×X ×Y,F (M×X ×Y)). The measurability of the
function Gλ allows leveraging existing results in concentration
inequalities for obtaining generalization guarantees.

C. Generalization Guarantees

Generalization guarantees are upper-bounds on the general-
ization gap, which can be of two types [8]. The first type
consists in upper bounds on the expected value with respect
to PZ of the absolute value of Gλ. See for instance, [2],
[9]–[11]. The second type consists in upper bounds on the
function Gλ that hold with high probability with respect to
the measure PZ . Bounds of this type are described in [3], [4],
[10]–[15] and are often referred to as probably approximately
correct (PAC) guarantees for generalization. This denomina-
tion follows from the fact that probability measures satisfying
such bounds, concentrate on sets containing models that induce
small generalization gaps.

The following example illustrates a bound on the expecta-
tion with respect to the measure PZ of the absolute value
of Gλ.

Theorem 2 (Theorem 1 in [2]). Assume that there exists a
real σ > 0 such that for all θ ∈M and for all t ∈ R,

log

Å∫
exp

(
t ¯̀(θ, u, v)

)
dPXY (u, v)

ã
6

1

2
σ2t2 + t

∫
¯̀(θ, u, v) dPXY (u, v) , (14)

with the function ¯̀ in (3). Then, the solution P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z to the

ERM-RER problem in (5), when P is a probability measure
satisfies for all λ > 0,∫
|Gλ (u)|dPZ (u) 6

 
2σ2

n

∫
D
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u‖P

(λ)
Θ

ä
dPZ (u),

where the probability measure P (λ)
Θ is such that for all A ∈

B (M),

P
(λ)
Θ (A) =

∫
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u (A) dPZ (u) . (15)

The inequality in (14) implies that, for all θ ∈M, the random
variable ¯̀(θ, X, Y ) is σ sub-Gaussian, with X and Y being
the random variables in (1) that induce the probability measure
PXY . In such a case, if the mutual information between the
models and the datasets, i.e.,

I
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|ZP

(λ)
Θ

ä
,
∫
D
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u‖P̄Θ

ä
dPZ (u) (16)

is bounded, i.e., there exists a real γ > 0, such that

I
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|ZP

(λ)
Θ

ä
6 γ, (17)

then, it is always possible to arbitrarily reduce to zero the
expectation with respect to PZ of the absolute value of Gλ
in (13) by increasing the number n of data points in the
datasets. This observation is central as it justifies the fact that
a stochastic solver that minimizes Rz in (9) and satisfies the
condition ∫

|Gλ (u)|dPZ (u) 6 ε, (18)

for ε > 0, can be accepted as an approximation to a stochastic
solver that minimizes the expected risk R in (10). The rele-
vance of this observation stems from the fact that the function
R cannot be directly minimized as it depends on the unknown
probability measure PXY .

Alternatively, the expectation with respect to PZ of the ab-
solute value of Gλ in (13) can be made arbitrarily small by
reducing the mutual information I

Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|ZP

(λ)
Θ

ä
. Consider for

instance the case in which the measure P is a probability
measure and λ → +∞ in (5). Hence, in such a case, for all
u ∈ (X × Y)

n, it holds that P (λ)
Θ|Z=u → P [6, Lemma 2.4].

In this case, in the asymptotic regime of large values of λ,
equality is met in (17) with γ = 0, which implies that for all
datasets u ∈ (X × Y)

n, the generalization gap at dataset u is
zero, i.e., limλ→+∞ Gλ (u) = 0.

Two interesting properties for the solution measure P (λ)
Θ|Z=z

to the ERM-RER problem in (5) emerge as a result of this ob-
servation: (a) The measure P (λ)

Θ|Z=z induces a small expected

empirical risk Rz
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
; and (b) the relative entropy of

P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z with respect to a probability measure independent

of the dataset z is close to zero. As shown by Theorem 2,
condition (b) can be satisfied in the asymptotic regime of large
datasets or large values of λ, provided that the assumption
(14) holds. This implies arbitrarily small generalization gaps.
Unfortunately, observing small generalization gaps does not
imply small expected empirical risk. More specifically, the
reference measure P might be such that even in the asymptotic
regime of large values of λ, small generalization gaps are ob-
served simultaneously with large values of expected empirical
risks.

D. Main Results

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it introduces
a notion of optimality in probability, which is reminiscent
to the existing PAC-generalization guarantees. In this case,
the optimality is in the sense of low expected empirical
risks instead of small generalization gaps. More specifically, a
solution to the ERM-RER problem is said to be (δ, ε)-optimal
if the set of models that induce empirical risks smaller than
δ exhibits a probability higher than 1 − ε with respect to the
probability measure PZ . Necessary and sufficient conditions



on the reference measure P in (5) for observing a (δ, ε)-
optimal solution to the ERM-RER problem with arbitrarily
small δ and ε are presented.

Second, the sensitivity of the ERM-RER problem is studied for
a given dataset. The sensitivity is defined as the absolute value
of the difference between two quantities: (a) The expectation
of the empirical risk for a given dataset with respect to the
measure that is the solution to the ERM-RER problem; and
(b) the expectation of the empirical risk for such dataset with
respect to another measure. The sensitivity is upper bounded
by a term that is proportional to the squared-root of the relative
entropy of the alternative measure with respect to the measure
that is the solution to the ERM-RER problem. More inter-
estingly, the expectation of the sensitivity with respect to the
probability distribution of the datasets turns out to be bounded
by a term that is proportional to the squared-root of the lautum
information [16] between the models and the datasets. This
result is analog to the result in Theorem 2, first reported in
[2], in which under certain conditions, the generalization gap is
upper bounded by a term that is proportional to the squared-
root of the mutual information between the models and the
datasets.

II. (δ, ε)-OPTIMALITY

This section introduces the notion of (δ, ε)-optimality. Neces-
sary and sufficient conditions on the empirical risk function Lz
in (2b) and the measure P for observing expected empirical
risks that are arbitrarily small with arbitrarily high probability
are presented.

Definition 5. Consider the solution P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z in (8) to ERM-

RER problem in (5). The measure P (λ)
Θ|Z=z is (δ, ε)-optimal,

with (δ, ε) ∈ [0,+∞)× (0, 1), if the set

Lz (δ),{θ ∈M : Lz (θ) 6 δ} , (19)

with the function Lz in (2b), satisfies

P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z (Lz (δ)) > 1− ε. (20)

For all δ > 0, it holds that T (z) ⊂ Lz (δ), with the sets
T (z) and Lz in (2d) and (19), respectively. Hence, from
Definition 5, it follows that if the solution P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z to the

ERM-RER problem in (5) is (δ, ε)-optimal, then the set Lz (δ)
exhibits a probability bigger than 1− ε. That is, the measure
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z concentrates on a set that contains models that induce

an empirical risk that is upper bounded by δ. In view of this,
it is natural to ask what is the regularization parameter λ that
yields an ERM-RER solution that achieves (δ, ε)-optimality.
To examine this question the following definitions are first
required.

Definition 6. A σ-finite measure P is coherent with the ERM-
RER problem in (5), if for all δ > 0, it holds that

P (Lz (δ)) > 0, (21)

where the set Lz (δ) is defined in (19).

In the case in which P is coherent, the solution P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z to

the ERM-RER problem in (5) satisfies,

P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z (Lz (δ)) > 0, (22)

for all δ > 0. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the
measures P (λ)

Θ|Z=z and P are mutually absolutely continuous
[6, Lemma 2.6].

Definition 7. A σ-finite P is consistent with the ERM-RER
problem in (5), if the set

L?z,{θ ∈M : Lz (θ) = δ?} (23)

is not empty with the function Lz in (2b); and

δ? , inf {δ ∈ [0,+∞) : P (Lz (δ)) > 0} . (24)

The relation between coherent and consistent measures is
described by the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Every coherent measure is consistent. The con-
verse is not necessarily true.

The main result of this section is presented by the following
theorem.

Theorem 3. If the measure P is consistent, then for all (δ, ε) ∈
(δ?,+∞)× (0, 1), with δ? in (24), there always exists a λ ∈
Kz , with Kz in (7), such that the measure P (λ)

Θ|Z=z in (8) is
(δ, ε)-optimal.

Proof: The proof is presented in [6].

A stronger optimality claim can be obtained when the refer-
ence measures is coherent.

Theorem 4. For all (δ, ε) ∈ (0,+∞) × (0, 1), there exists a
λ ∈ Kz , with Kz in (7), such that the measure P (λ)

Θ|Z=z in
(8) is (δ, ε)-optimal if and only if the reference measure P is
coherent.

Proof: The proof is presented in [6].

III. SENSITIVITY

The sensitivity due to a change of measure is the performance
metric defined as follows.

Definition 8. Given a σ-finite measure P and a real λ > 0, let
Dλ : (X × Y)

n ×4P (M,B (M))→ [0,+∞] be a function
such that

Dλ (u, Q) =

® ∣∣∣Ru (Q)− Ru
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u

ä∣∣∣ if λ ∈ Ku
+∞ otherwise,

(25)

where the function Ru is defined in (9) and the measure
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u is the solution to the ERM-RER problem in (5) with

respect to the data set u. The sensitivity of the expected
empirical risk at dataset u when the measure changes from
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u to Q is Dλ (u, Q).

The sensitivity Dλ (z, Q), with z the dataset in (2a) and
λ ∈ Kz , with Kz in (7), is a positive real that indicates the



variation of the expected empirical risk with respect to z, i.e.,
the function Rz in (9), when the measure is changed from
the optimal solution to the ERM-RER problem in (5), i.e., the
measure P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z , to an alternative measure Q. That is, the

sensitivity Dλ (z, Q) is a means to quantify the change of the
expected empirical risk function Rz around the optimal solu-
tion of the ERM-RER. The following theorem introduces an
upper bound on the sensitivity to a change of measure.

Theorem 5. Consider the solution P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z in (8) to ERM-

RER problem in (5) with λ ∈ Kz and Kz in (7). Let Q be a
probability measure over (M,B (M)) absolutely continuous
with P . Then,

Dλ (z, Q)6
√

2B2
zD
Ä
Q‖P (λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
(26)

where the function Dλ is defined in (25); and the constant Bz
is

B2
z = sup

γ∈Kz

K(2)
z

Å
− 1

γ

ã
, (27)

with K(2)
z being the second derivative of Kz .

Proof: The proof is presented in [6].

The function Kz in (6) is continuous and differentiable in-
finitely many times in (−∞, 0) [6, Lemma 2.8]. Hence, the
constant Bz in (27) is finite.

Theorem 5 establishes an upper and a lower bound on the
increase or decrease of the expected empirical risk mini-
mization that can be obtained by deviating from the optimal
solution of the ERM-RER in (5). More specifically, note that
for all probability measures Q ∈ 4P (M,B (M)), it holds
that,

Rz (Q)>Rz
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
−
√

2B2
zD
Ä
Q‖P (λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
, and (28)

Rz (Q)6Rz
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
+
√

2B2
zD
Ä
Q‖P (λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
. (29)

The probability measure Q over (M,B (M)) that achieves
the lower bound in (28) (or the upper bound in (29)) can be ex-
plicitly calculated, as shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Consider the solution P
(λ)
Θ|Z=z in (8) to ERM-

RER problem in (5) with λ ∈ Kz and Kz in (7). Consider
also the following optimization problem,

min
Q∈4P (M,B(M))

∫
Lz(θ)dQ(θ), (30a)

subject to: D
Ä
Q‖P (λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
6 c, (30b)

where the function Lz is in (2b); and the constant c is
nonnegative. Then, the solution to optimization problem in
(30) is a Gibbs probability measure P

(ω)
Θ|Z=z satisfying (8)

with ω 6 λ such that

D
Ä
P

(ω)
Θ|Z=z‖P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
= c. (31)

Proof: The proof is presented in [6].

Theorem 6 unveils the fact that the measure Q that reduces
the expected empirical risk beyond the expected empirical risk
induced by the Gibbs measure P (λ)

Θ|Z=z in (8), i.e., the value

Rz
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
, subject to the constraint D

Ä
Q‖P (λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
6 c,

with c > 0, is also a Gibbs measure P (ω)
Θ|Z=z , with ω < λ

chosen to satisfy (31). More specifically, the inequality in
the left hand side in (28) is observed with equality when
Q = P

(ω)
Θ|Z=z . Similarly, it can be shown that the measure Q

that increases the expected empirical risk beyond the expected
empirical risk induced by the Gibbs measure P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z in

(8), i.e., the value Rz
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
, subject to the constraint

D
Ä
Q‖P (λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
6 c, with c > 0, is also a Gibbs measure

P
(ω)
Θ|Z=z , with ω > λ chosen to satisfy (31), provided that

such ω exists in Kz , with Kz in (7).

In the following, the expectation of the sensitivity with respect
to the measure PZ in (12) is to shown to have an upper-
bounded that can be expressed in terms of the lautum infor-
mation between the models and the datasets.

Theorem 7. For all λ ∈
⋂
u∈(X×Y)n Ku, with Ku in (7), it

follows that∫
Dλ
Ä
u, P

(λ)
Θ

ä
dPZ(u)

6
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∫
D
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ ‖P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u

ä
dPZ(u), (32)

where the probability measure P (λ)
Θ|Z=u is the solution to the

ERM-RER problem in (5) with respect to the data set u; the
probability measure PZ is defined in (12); the probability
measure P (λ)

Θ is such that for all A ∈ B (M),

P
(λ)
Θ (A) =

∫
P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u (A) dPZ (u) ; (33)

and the constant B satisfies B2 = supu∈(X×Y)n B
2
u, with Bu

defined in (27).

Proof: The proof is presented in [6].

The set
⋂
u∈(X×Y)n Ku in Theorem 7 can be empty for some

choices of the σ-finite measure P and empirical loss function
Lz in (2b). Nonetheless, when P is a probability measure, it
holds that [6, Lemma 2.2],

⋂
u∈(X×Y)n Ku = (0,+∞) . The

right-hand side in (32) can be written in terms of the lautum
information [16] between the models and the data sets, denoted
by L

Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|ZPZ

ä
, by observing that

L
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ|ZPZ

ä
=

∫
D
Ä
P

(λ)
Θ ‖P

(λ)
Θ|Z=u

ä
dPZ(u). (34)

In a nutshell, it can be concluded that as the expectation of
the absolute value of the generalization gap with respect to
the measure PZ in (12) is upper bounded in terms of the
mutual information between the models and the datasets, c.f.,
Theorem 2; the expectation of the sensitivity with respect to
the measure PZ is upper bounded by the lautum information
between the models and the datasets, c.f., Theorem 7.
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